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A GENERALIZATION OF FREE L-SPACES

Introduction.

By

Shinpei Oka

In [11] and [12] Nagami defined the notions of L-spaces and free L-spaces

respectively and for these spaces, proved fundamental theorems of dimension

theory including coincidence theorem for dim and Ind. The class of L-spaces

contains every Lasnev space, and the class of free L-spaces is the minimal one

which is countably productive and hereditary and which contains every L-space.

On the other hand the author has recently defined patched spaces ([13])and free

patched spaces ([15]) and for these spaces, proved fundamental theorems of dimen-

sion theory. A patched space is a paracompact perfectly normal space expressed

as the finiteunion of matrizable subsets ; a free patched space is a space embedded

in the countable product of patched spaces. As also shown in [15], the same

theorems are valid even for the class of //-spaceswhich includes the class of free

patched spaces (cf. [15, Added in proof]). One of the most interesting results

concerning free L-spaces is an embedding theorem ([12, Theorem 3.4]) asserting

that every free L-space can be embedded in the countable product of almost metric

spaces (or, more strongly, of almost polyhedral spaces). By the theorem every

free L-space is found to be a free patched space (but the converse is not true by

[13, Example 5.1 and Remark 5.2]).

In this paper we define the notion of free L*-spaces which form a countably

productive and hereditary class including that of free L-spaces. The notion of

L*-spaces is also defined as a generalization of L-spaces. In Section 2 we examine

basic properties of these spaces. Free L-spaces will be redefined in terms of free

L*-spaces. The major part of Section 3 is devoted to the proof of a closed-

embedding theorem (Theorem 3.6),the main result of this paper, asserting that

every free L*-space can be embedded as a closed set in the countable product of

much more simple spaces called a.e. raetrizablespaces. An a.e. metrizable space

is, roughly speaking, a space which is metrizable except at discrete points. It is

to be noted that we do not impose on the spaces any such " approaching " condition

as that imposed on almost metric spaces (cf.[12, Definition 3.1]). The technique

used in the proof of our embedding theorem differs from that of Nagami's embed-
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ding theorem. Recall that In [12] Nagami proved his embedding theorem by using

a Kuratowski map to the nerve of a locally finiteopen covering; but a certain

fact (see Remark 2.7 (4)) obstructs us in using the same method. Our proof is

based on contractions (=one-to-one maps) onto metric spaces which are modifiable

with respect to given ^-locally finite collections of open sets (see Lemma 3.7).

This method of proof also makes it possible,unexpectedly, to strengthen " embed-

ding theorem " to " closed-embedding theorem ".

Our embedding theorem says that every free L*-space is a free patched space.

Though the reverse implication is not known to hold (see Problem 4.10),these

two spaces are close to each other in the sense that, as our embedding theorem

also asserts, every subspace of the countable product of 2-patched spaces is a free

L*-space.

In the last of Section 3, fundamental theorems of dimension theory will be

established for free L*-spaces as corollariesto the embedding theorem. The last

section consists of examples and problems. It will be shown that a free L*-space

is not necessarily a stratifiablespace (and hence not necessarily a free L-space);

a much stronger example is also presented.

Throughout the present paper all spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff topo-

logical spaces and maps to be continuous. The symbol N is used to denote the

positiveintegers.

2. Free L*-spaees and L*-spaces.

Conventions. Let HJ be a collection of subsets of a space X. The symbol

HJ* denotes the union of the members of HJ. Let Y be a subset of X The

symbol HJ＼Y means the collectionof the form {Ud Y: UeHJ}. HJ is called discrete

if each point of X has a neighborhood meeting at most one member of HJ. HJ is

called o--discrete(resp. a-locally finite)if HJ is the union of at most countably

many discrete (resp. locally finite)collections. A subset of X is called discrete if

it is discrete as a collection consisting of point sets. The symbol Cl Y (or Y)

denotes the closure of Y. Let HJu l^i^k, be collections of subsets of X. The

symbol A*-i1/i means the collection of the form {r＼*-iUi:UiGcUi,l^i^k}- We

sometimes use the symbol cUiAcU2 in place of AUiHJi.

Definition 2.1. Let X be a space and F a closed set of X. Let HJ be an

open covering of X―F. An open set U of X is called a HJ-saturated neighborhood

of F if i7=FLJCI/* for some subcollection c[P of 17. An open neighborhood V of

F is called a subcanonical neighborhood of F wzY/zrespect to HJ if there exist a

sequence {FiizciV} of ^-saturated neighborhoods of F and a sequence {HJi'.ieN}

of subcollections of HJ such that Fi+1cX-17f cF?;c V for each ze/V.
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Definition 2.2. Let X be a space. Let 3" be a ^-discrete collectionof closed

sets of X, and for each Fe£F let CIJF be an open covering of X―F. The pair

{&,{<Uf:Fg&}} is said to be a free L*'structure on X if for each F<=3scI/f is

a-locallyfinitein X―F and if for each x£X and each neighborhood £/of x, there

are finite subcollection {FU'~,Fk} of fj and subcanonical neighborhoods Ui of F*

with respect to c[JFi,l^i^k, such that x£C＼＼F̂iCzfyi^ UidU. A space is said

to be a free h*-space if it is a paracompact space admitting a free L*-structure.

Definition 2.3. Let X be a space. Let C be the collectionof all closed sets

of X, and for each FzC let HJf be an open covering of X―F. The collection

HJf'.FgC} is called an h*-structure on X if for each FeCUp is a-locallyfinite

in -X"―F and if every open neighborhood of F is a subcanonical neighborhood

with respect to HJf. A space is called an L*-space if it is a paracompact a-space

admitting an L*-structure.

We state the definitionsof canonicity, free L-spaces and L-spaces in order to

compare the corresponding notions with each other.

Definition 2.4 (Nagami [12, Definition 1.1]). Let X, F and CU be the same as

in Definition 2.1. Let Y be a subset of X and let zeiV. The collectionHJ(Y, i) is

defined inductively by <U( Y, 1)= {Ue <U: U n Yi- 0} and V( F,i)= {Ue HJ: U n VC F,

i ―1)*^0}. An open neighborhood V of F is called a canonical neighborhood of F

M;≪Y/frespect to C(Jif for each f, Cl (CU(X― V,i)*) does not meet F.

Definition 2.5 (Nagami [12, Definition 1.2]). Let X, £Fand c£/f,Fe£F, be the

same as in Definition 2.2. The pair {£F,{HJf"-F £F}}is called a free L-structure

on X if for each xgX and each neighborhood U of x, there are finitesubcollection

{Fu ･･･,Ffc}of £Fand canonical neighborhoods C/≪of Ft with respect to HJFpl^ki^kk,

such that ar p＼i=1FiCP＼*=1 C/fCt/. A space is called a.free L-space if it is a para-

compact space admitting a free L-structure.

Definition 2.6 (cf. Nagami [11, Definitions1.1 and 1.2]). Let X, C and cUf,

FeC, be the same as in Definition 2.3. The collection {cUf:F£C} is called an

h-structure on X if for each FgC, every open neighborhood of F is a canonical

neighborhood with respect to c1Jf. A space is called an L-space if it is a para-

compact tf-spaceadmitting an L~structure.

Remarks 2.7. (1) Definition 2.6 is an equivalent alteration of the original one

by virtue of Nagarni [11, Theorem 1.3].

(2) A subcanonical neighborhood of F with respect to V includes a ^/-saturated
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subcanonical neighborhood of F with respect to C1J.

(3) If V is a canonical neighborhood of F with respect to HJ, then V is a

subcanonical neighborhood of F with respect to the same CV; indeed take for Vi

the set Fu {UzHJ : UicLJ(X- V,i)}* and for <U< the collection<U(X- V,i). A trivial

example shows that the converse is not true. Further, unlike the case of canonical

neighborhoods, a subcanonical neighborhood of F with respect to 17 is not neces-

sarily subcanonical with respect to every refinement of CU. (To see this we have

only to note that if V is a subcanonical neighborhood of F with respect to HJ,

then V remains subcanonical with respect to CUD{X― F)).

(4) In Definition 2.2,the collectionof all finiteintersections of members of

3" forms a ^-discrete net. Hence every free L*-space is a paracompact perfectly

normal space and, therefore, a hereditarily paracompact space. Thus each ^Jp

has a locally finiterefinement. But, as suggested by the latter half of (3) and as

assured by Theorem 2.8 and Example 4.1,the <7-localfinitenessimposed on HJf in

Definition 2.2 can not be replaced by local finiteness. This fact obstructs us in

an analogous proof of our embedding theorem (Theorem 3.6) to that of Nagami's

embedding theorem.

As a relation between free L-spaces and free L*-spaces, we have the following

result, the proof of which is partly implicit in that of [11, Theorem 1.31.

Theorem 2.8. A space X is a free L-space if and only if X is a free L*-

space with a free L*-structure {2% {HJf -Fe^F}} such that for each Fg'3:,cUf is

locally Unite in X―F.

Proof. Let X be a free L-space with a free L-structure {8, We'. Ez8}}.

Note that if U is a canonical neighborhood of E with respect to HJe, then £7is

canonical with respect to every refinement of HJe- Since X is hereditarily para-

compact, we can assume that each cTJeis locally finitein X―E. Now the 'only

if'-part followsimmediately from the firststatement of Remark 2.7 (3). To show

the 'if'-partlet X be a free L*-space with a free L*-structure {£F,{cUf '■FeSF}}

such that for each F£<E£/Ufis locally finitein X-F. Let c[?F be the collection

of all ^/p-saturated neighborhoods of F. Note that c＼pFis closure-preserving in

X, and {X― V: FeqV/ is closure-preserving in X-F, that is, in the terminology

of [11], c＼;Fis closure-preserving in both sides. Let xeX―F. If x£f]{V : Vzc＼;F},

define WF(x)=(X-F)-{X-V: xeV, Fcq^}*. If ^n{? : Feq7^}, define PF>(*)=

X-({f : xgX-V, VgcVf}* U {X- V: xe V, Vec＼/F}*). Then WF(x) is an open neigh-

borhood of x not meeting F. Put <Wf~{Wf(x) : xgX-F}. We have only to show

that if U is a subcanonical neighborhood of F with respect to cUf, then £7is a

canonical neighborhood of F with respect to fF. By the definitionof subcanonicity,
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there exista sequence {UiiieN} of "^-saturated neighborhoods of F and a sequ-

ence {cUi:i£N} of subcoiiectionsof cUf such that Uu.iC.X―RJfcUiCiU for each

i. By the definitionof WF(x), if WF(x)r＼(X-Ui)*1d, then WF{x)f]Ui+l^0. This

implies that U is canonicalwith respect to cWf, which completes the proof.

Similarly we have:

Theorem 2.9. A space X is an L-space if and only if X is an L*-space with

an L*-structure Wf'FgC} such that for each FzCUf is locally finitein X―F.

Proposition 2.10. Every subspace of a free L*-space is a free L*-space, and

every countable product of free L*-spaces is a free L*-space.

Proof. The former statement Is clear. To show the latter let Xn,n£N, be

free L*-spaces with free L*-structures {<$n,Wf^. F≪ £Fb}}.Put X=Un°°=iXn. X

is paracompact because every countable product of paracompact <r-spacesis a para-

compact (/-space(Okuyama [16, Theorem 4.7]). Put & = {p≫＼Fn):Fne&n,n N} and

for each F=p?(Fn)e&, put cUf={P≪KU): UgITfJ, where pn:X-+Xn is the pro-

jection. It is then easy to check that {&,{<Uf:F &}} is a free L*-structure on

X. This completes the proof.

Proposition 2.11. Every closed subset and every open subset of an L*-space

are L*-space.

Proof. The former statement is clear. To show the latter let X be an L*-

space and G an open set of X. Using the regularity of X and the paracompactness

of G, we can find a locally finite open covering {Ua:a A} of G such that UacG

for each asA, and further a closed covering {Ea:aeA} of G such that EadUa for

each ≪eA By the former statement, Ua is an L*-space for each a. For each

n£N define An={{au ･･-,≪,} :≪i, ･･-,≪≫ are mutually distinct ≫ elements of A}. Put

U(au ― ,aB) = r＼y-i Uaj~{Ea I aQA-{au ･■･,≪,}}*, <U≫ = {E/fai, -,ar≫) : {≪i,―, a≫} Aw}

and cU=^＼J^LlcUn- Then CI7 is a locally finite open covering of G. Let F be a

closed set of G. For each azA let c|7a be a a-locally finite open covering of Ua―F

such that every open neighborhood of FnUa in Ua is a subcanonical neighborhood

with respect to cya. For each {au ■■･,an}£An put cy(≪lf ･■･,≪,)= Ajl^VajlUiai, ･■-,

an), C-Vn = U {c[P(≪i, ―,≪≫): {≫i, ･･･, a≪}e ^w) and q7 = ＼JM<^1c{7B. Then c^; is a a-locally

finite open covering of G―F. We shall show that every open neighborhood of F

in G is a subcanonical neighborhood with respect to c＼?. It suffices to show that

for each open neighborhood V/ of F in G, there are cy-saturated neighborhood H

of F in G and a subcollection W of cy such that X-WCW* and iJnf^S.
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For each a take a ciVsaturated neighborhood Ha of Ff＼Ua In Ua and a subcol-

lection W* of q/tt such that Ua-Wczcy/f and HaV＼<W*=Q. Now put WOi, ―,a≫)

= A/-i W≪,-l £/(≪≫,･･■,≪≫),^≫= U {W(≪i, ･-, a≫): {a,, ･-, arn}ei4B} and <W = U≪-i CF≫.

Also put iJ(ff,,.≫, ≪n) = n/=! ^n U(at,.... ≪,), 77K= U{S(≪i, ･･･, O : {≪, ･･-, aB} An}

and H=＼J^iHn. It is easily checked that W and /J satisfy the required proper-

ties; to check that Hf](W*=0, note that if {ai,-~,an}eAn and {Pi,-~,pm}eAm have

no common element, then U(au ･■･,an)n £/(/3i,･･･, fim)=$- This completes the proof.

Whether every subset of an L*-space is an L*-space is unknown. Example

4.4 shows that even finite product of L*-spaces is not necessarily an L*-space.

A space is called a locally free L*-space (resp. a locally L*-space) if each point

of the space has a neighborhood which is a free L*-space (resp. an L*-space) as

a subsrace. The following result is not so trivial:

Proposition 2.12. A paracompact locallyfree L*-space (resp. a paracompact

locally L*-space) is a free L*-space (resp. an L*space).

Proof. The latter statement has been essentially proved in the preceding

proposition; indeed replace G in Proposition 2.11 by a given paracompact locally

L*-space. To show the former statement, let X be a paracompact locally free

L*-space. There exists a ^-discrete open covering cW = {W≪:a A] of X such that

for each aeA, Wa is a free L*-space. Note that X is perfectly normal because it

is a paracompact <j-space. Fix aeA and put W=Wa. We have only to construct

a pair {£F,{HJ(F): Fe^p}} of o--discrete collection £F of closed sets of Xand a-locally

finite open coverings HJiF) of X―F, F £F,such that each member of £F is included

in W and such that for each point xcW and each neighborhood U of x in X,

there are a finite subcollection {Fu ･■■,Fk}of £F and subcanonical neighborhoods Ui

of Ft with respect to WU l^i^k, such that xeCML^FiCPn^UiCU. Write

W^VJA WO. where FT,- are open sets of X such that lf;Clfi+i, i A^. Further

write for each j,X―Wj=＼J.£LlWjm, where Wjm are open sets of X such that

X-Wj+idWji and WJmc:Wjm+u meN. Let cU{W]),j£N, be the countable open

covering of X-Wj defined by tU(^)={^2}U{Pri≫+2-W'i1w: w iV}. Clearly WJ+i

is a (sub) canonical neighborhood of Wj with respect to ViWj). Let {£",{c[?E: Eg

8}} be a free L*-structure on FT. For each Ee8, let ^(f1) be the ^-locally finite

open covering of X-E defined by cU(E) = {X~-(Wj{jE):J£N}U(lJJ~1ciPE＼WJ). It

is then easy to see that if G is a subcanonical neighborhood of E in W with

respect to c＼?E,then for every j, G U (X― PF./) is a subcanonical neighborhood oi

E in X with respect to CU(E). Now put £F= £'U{^:ieiV} and consider the paii

(<7. {<?/CF):Fe9!'}}. Clearlv 3" is a a-discrete collection of cloesd sets of X each
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member of which is included in W, and for each F£3',CU(F) is a ^-locallyfinite

open covering of X―F. To show that the pair satisfiesthe required conditions,

let x be a point in W and U a neighborhood of x. Since {£,{cVe '･Eeg}} is a

free L*-structure on W, there exist a finite subcollection {Eu ･･■,Ek)of £ and

subcanonical neighborhoods G* of E% in W with respect to c＼;Ei,l^i^k, such that

sen/=i Ei(zC＼t'iGi<zU. Fix ; so that areW), and note that for each l^i^k, (Gil)

(X-Wj+1))f]Wj+lcGi. Now we have a; (ni*-ifij)nPfyC(n**-i(G*U(X-^+1)))n

FFz+iCf/, where as mentioned above G≪U(X― Wi+i) and FFy+i are respectively

subcanonical neighborhoods of Et and Wj with respect to cU(Ei) and ^(Wy), 1^

/^^. This completes the proof.

Remarks 2.13. It is also true that every paracompact locally free L-space is

a free L-space. The proof is obtained from the above proof by replacing " free

L*- " and " subcanonical " by " free L- " and " canonical " respectively and by

modifying the definitionof CU(E) as follows: Write X―E―＼jp=1HEj, where He.j

are open sets of X such that HEjdHE,j+1, jeN. Put JCe = {He,2}{j{HEj+2―He,j:

J N} and W = {W2}U{Wj+2-Wj:j N}. Define cU(E) = {HE,2}U{(HE,j+2-HE,j)-Wj:

jsN}＼J{cVe/＼Mb/＼<W).

3. A closed-embedding- theorem and dimension for free L*-spaces.

Let X be a patched space, that is, a paracompact perfectly normal space ex-

pressed as the finite union of metrizable subsets. A finitedisjointcovering of X

by metrizable subsets is called a patch on X. (Some members of a patch may be

empty sets.) p{X) denotes the number inf{|2I|:.Tis a patch on X), where two

vertical segments mean the cardinality. For a natural number n, an n-patched

space is now defined to be a patched space X with p(X)^n. As constructed in

[13, Example 5.3] there exists,for each n^2, an ^-patched space which is not an

(n ―l)-patched space.

The following lemma was pointed out by J. Chaber in a letter to the author

(cf.[15, Lemma 4.6J).

Lemma 3.1(Chaber). If X is an n-patched space, then X has a patch {X%:

l^i^n} such that KJ^Xi is an open set of X for each j―1,･･･,≪.

Proof. Let 2 be a patch on X with ＼I＼=≪. Write I^={Mk :l^k^n} and put

I ―{Mk: t^k^n}. By Corson and Michael [3, Lemma 4.4] there exists for each

k, a (7-locallyfinitecollection Vk of open sets of Mk such that for each x£Mk and

each neighborhood V of x in M&, there is some member U^HJk with x C/c F.
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For each f= l,2, ･･-,??,define Xj = {,-rX:.r is contained in precisely i members of

I}. Then for each j = l,2, ―,≪,U^X* is an open set of X and ＼JirL1Xi=X. To

show that each Xi is metrizable, fixi and put M(&i, ･･･,&i)= (n≪j=iMfcTO)nXi for

l^*i<^2< ―<^^≪. Clearly {M(klf ■■■,ki):l^kl<k2<---<ki^n} is a disjointopen

covering of Xt. Since M^, ･･■,ki)cz{Mkm :l^w^f}* and M(^,-,fc)cn^Mtm,

(SJm-itUkm)＼M(ku-~,ki) is a cr-locallyfinitebase of M(ku―,kt); thus M(ku---,ki)

is metrizable by the Nagata-Smirnov metrization theorem. Consequently Xi is

metrizable, which completes the proof.

Proposition 3.2. Every 2-patched space is a free L*-space.

Proof. Let X be a 2-patched space. By the preceding lemma there exists a

closed set M of X such that M and X-M are both metrizable. Let J{ = ＼Jt%Mi

be a base of M such that for each i,Mi is discrete in M. By the collectionwise

normality of X, we can find for each i, a discrete collection Qi of open sets of X

such that Qi＼M=Mi. Put ff= ＼JiZlQi and write £= {Ga:a A}. For each a A

write Ga = {Jj%Gaj, where Gaj are open set of X such that Gaj<zGaj+u jzN. We

can find for each as A and jzN, a countable open covering CU(G≪S)of X―Gaj such

that Gaj+i is a subcanonical neighborhood of Gni with respect to cU(Ga.j)(see the

construction of HJiWj) in Proposition 2.12). On the other hand let HJiM) be a

a-discrete base of X―M. Note that every open neighborhood of M is a sub-

canonical neighborhood with respect to 'IJ(M). By the perfect normality of X,

we can assume that <U(M) is a-discretein X Write V{M) = {Vp: /3e/i}. For each

{ZeB, write F^=＼Jfc=i^V* where F^fc,keN, are closed sets of X We can find for

each fi B and ksN, a.countable open covering CU{F^) of X―F?k such that F^ is

a subcanonical neighborhood of Fpt with respect to cU(F^k)- Now define a a-discrete

collection£Fof closed sets of X by ^={M}U{Gaj:aeA, j^N}＼J{Ffik:£ei?,̂ eA^},

and consider the pair {2=",{HJ(F) :Fe£F}}. To show that the pair is a free L*-

structure on X, let x be a point of X and f/ a neighborhood of x. In case xeX

―M, take /3i? so that xeFfCK Further take ^ so that x£F?k. Then we have

xGFfijcdVfiCzU, where as stated above, Vp is a subcanonical neighborhood of F^,

with respect to HJiFpn). In case .reM, take a£A so that ,xeGanMc[/. Further

take; so that xcGaj. Put W―X―(Gaj+i ―U); then PF is an open neighborhood

of M and hence, as noted above, a subcanonical neighborhood of M with respect

to CU(M). Now we have xeGajC)Mc:Gaj+if＼Wc.U, where as stated before, Gaj+i

is a subcanonical neighborhood of Gaj with respect to HJiGcj). This completes

the proof.

Remark 3.3. As will be seen in Examples 4.5 and 4.1, a 2-patched space is
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not necessarily an L*-space, and also not necessarily a free L-space. The author

does not know whether every ^-patched space, n^3, is a free L*-space; the above

proof seems not to be extended to induction.

Definition 3.4. A space X is an a. e. metrizable space if X is a paracompact

perfectly normal space including a discrete set D such that X―D is metrizable.

An almost metric space defined by Nagami [12, Definition 3.1] is an a.e.

metrizable space. More precisely a space is an almost metric space if and only

if it is an a.e. metrizable L-space (cf [12, Lemma 3.2]). An a.e. metrizable space

is clearly a 2-patched space. As will be seen in Example 4.2,there is an a.e.

metrizable space which is not even a stratifiablespace.

Proposition 3.5, An a.e. metrizable space is an L*-space.

Proof. Let X be an a.e. metrizable space with a discrete set D whose

complement is metrizable. By the perfect normality, X admits a ^-locallyfinite

net. Let F be a closed set of X. Let Q be a a-locally finite base of X― (D＼jF),

and take open sets V and W of X such that D-FcVcVczWczWczX-F. Put

<{J= {W}＼J(g＼(X-V)). Then Visa ^-locallyfiniteopen covering of X-F; further

it is clear that every open neighborhood of F is a subcanonical neighborhood with

respect to HJ. This completes the proof.

We can now state a closed-embedding theorem for free L*-spaces.

Theorem 3.6. The following five statements about a space X are equivalent.

(1) X is a free L*-space.

(2) X is embedded as a closed set in the countable product of a.e. metrizable

spaces.

(3) X is embedded in the countable product of a.e. metrizable spaces.

(4) X is embedded in the countable product of 1-patched spaces.

(5) X is embedded in the countable product of L*-spaces.

The Implications (2)-≫(3)->(4)are clear. The implication (4)->-(l)is a consequ-

ence of Proposition 2.10 and Proposition 3.2. The implications (3)->(5)and (5)->(l)

follow from Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 2.10 respectively. Before verifying

the implication (l)->(2),we need some preliminaries.

A space X is called submetrizable if there is a contraction (―one-to-one map)

from X onto some metric space. Recall that a paracompact space whose square

has a Ga-diagonal is submetrizable ([1,Lemma 8.2]). Since every paracompact a-
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space has such a property ([16,Theorem 4.6]),every free L*-space Is submetrizable.

The following lemma plays a key role in constructing an embedding map.

Lemma 3.7. Let X be a submetrizable space and HJ a a-locallyfinite collection

of cozero sets of X. Then there exist a metric space M and a contractionf from

X onto M such that f(U) is an open set of M for every U£C(J.

Proof. In case 17 is a-discrete,the lemma has been proved in [13,Lemma

3.1].Thus we have only to check the followinglemma.

Lemma 3.8. Let X be a space and HJ a o-locallyfinite collection of cozero

sets of X. Then there exists a o-discretecollectioncy of cozero sets of X such

that each member of HJ is the union of some members of cv.

Proof. Write cU = {JicZlcUu where each HJi is locally finite in X, and put

cLJij={Uin ･･･C[Uj＼U,, ･･-,Uj are distinctj members of cUi}- Since cUijis a locally

finitecovering of cozero sets of (Ufj, there is a ^-discrete covering cy^- of cozero

sets of <&$ which refines HJu (cf.[9, 2-27]). It is then clear that each member

of HJi is the union of some members of ＼JjlicVa- Since HJfj is a cozero set of

X, we can write tU*j= Ur=i Wijk, where each Wijk is a cozero set of X such that

Wi^d'Vtj. Now put cviyfc=q/iy|J^fc and cy= u {q;*y*:i,j,keN). Then cy is a

(/-discretecollectionof X consisting of cozero sets of X and satisfying the required

condition. This completes the proof.

Lemma 3.9. Let X be a space and F a closed set of X. Let 1/ and c＼;be

open coverings of X―F. If U and V are subcanonical neighborhoods of F with

respect to HJ and cy respectively,then Uf]V is a subcanonical neighborhood of F

with respect to 1/AC(A Further if <W is an open covering of X―F which is closed

under finite intersections {that is, the intersection of any finite members of W is

again a member of 'W), then the intersection of finitelymany subcanonical neigh-

borhoods of F with respect to W is again subcanonical with respect to W-

Proof. The firststatement is easily checked, and the second is a consequence

of the firstwith CU=CV', this completes the proof.

In contrast with the case of canonical neighborhoods, an easy example shows

that even if U and V are subcanonical neighborhoods of F with respect to a

common SL7,Uf] V is not necessarily subcanonical with respect to CIJ.

Proof of the implication (l)-+(2)in Theorem 3.6. Let X be a free L*-space
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with a free L*-stracture {£F,{Vf : Feg*}. Write £F= Ui=i £F*>where £Fiis a discrete

collection of closed sets of X, and write ^Fi―{F(i,a) :a£Ai}. For each ieN let

cVi={V(i,a):aeAi} be a discrete collection of open sets of X such that F(i,a)a

V(i,a) for each as At. For each i iV and a£Aif let G£≫/eiV, be open sets of X

such that C＼G＼aczV(i,a＼ Cl Gi+1cGfa, jeN, and F{i,a)=r＼ xGju.

We first construct for each i&N and aeA, an open covering Ilia of V(i,a) ―

F(i, a) satisfying the following conditions:

(i) Via is closed under finite intersections.

(ii) If U is a subcanonical neighborhood of F(i, a) in X with respect to Vf^,^,

then for every jeN, Ur＼G{a is a subcanonical neighborhood of F(i,a) in V(i, a) with

respect to Via-

(iii) For every jeN, G{a is a IJ^-saturated subcanonical neighborhood of F(i, a)

in V(i, a) with respect to c(Jia.

(iv) Via is o-locally finite in X―'St-

To construct this, put £ia= {Gi-F(i,a):J£N}＼J{X-ClGi:J N}. Then for

each j, G＼ais a i?ja-saturated subcanonical neighborhood of F(i, a) with respect to

Qu. Hence by the first part of Lemma 3.9, if U is a subcanonical neighborhood

of F(i,a) with respect to cUFa,ay, then for every j, UdGJia is a subcanonical neigh-

borhood of F(i,a) with respect to <Urci,≪)A3ia. Now put HJu^QJ^ A≫=iViam)|

V(i,a), where cUiam=cUF(i.a->/＼<2ia for every msN. Then 'Via is a desired open

covering of V(i,a)―F(i,a) satisfying (i),(ii),(iii) and (iv); this completes the first

construction.

We next find a ^-locally finite open covering Ms of X satisfying the following

condition:

(v) If x,y are distinct points of X, then there exists H,Hr£Mc such that xsll,

ye IF and Hf＼IT=0.

To find this, recall that X is submetrizable (see the remark preceding Lemma

3.7), that is, there is a contraction h from X onto some metric space S. Let Q

be a <7-locallyfinite base of S and put JCc={h~＼O) :Oe0}. Then Me is a <7-locally

finite open covering of X satisfying (v).

Let us now consider for each izN, the <y-locallyfinite open covering j?j of

X-St defined by

£Pi=(^c|(X-£Ff))U(U {<Ui≪:aeAi})＼j {Z-{C1 G{a: acA^}* : jeN}. Using Lemma

3.7 together with the perfect normality of X, we obtain for each isN, a metric

space Mi and a contraction gt from X~Sff onto Mi such that for every Pe£Pi,

flf≪(P)is an open set of Mi. Let Xi be the disjoint sum of At and Mi. The

topology on Xi is given so that

(vi) Mi is an open set of Xi and the original topology on Mi is not disturbed,
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(vil) each point a&Ai has an open neighborhood base of the form {{a}Uflf≪(G―

F(i,a)): G is a HJta-saturated subcanonical neighborhood of F{i,a) in V(i,a) with

respect to HJu).

The topology is well-defined by (i),by the latter half of Lemma 3.9,and by

the fact that cUia(Z^i.

Let fiiX-*Xi be the onto map defined by fi(.r)= (ji(x)if xeX―cpf, and/$(#) = <?

if xeF(i,a). Clearly /* is continuous.

Assertion 3.10. For each izN, Xi is a.e. metrizabie.

Proof. Fix ieN. First note that for each j, {fi(G{a):as A} is a discrete

collection of open sets of Xi; the openness follows from (ill)and (vii),and the

discreteness is a consequence of the fact that f%{X― ＼C＼G＼a:a^At}*) and fi{cU%)>

asAi, are open sets of Xi (by (vi) and the definitionsof £>iand gi). Particularly

At is a discrete set of Xi. By (vi) Xi―Ai ―Mi is metrizabie. To show that Xi

is Hausdorff, let x,y be distinctpoints of Xi. We have only to consider the case

when x=p,peAit and j/eMj. Take j so that f;l(y) X-[C＼G{a:aeAi}*. Then

fi(G{p)and fi(X―{C＼G{a: aeAi}*) are disjoint open sets of Xi containing x and y

respectively; hence Xi is Hausdorff. We next show that Xi is regular at each

point of Ai. (This is the most essential part of the proof depending on subcano-

nicity.) Let /JeA and let V be an arbitrary neighborhood of ftin Xi. By (iii)

and (vii) there is a subcanonical neighborhood G of F(i,/3)in V(i,/?) with respect

to HJip such that Gc/,~'(F)nG^. There exist by the definition of subcanonicity,

a Vijs-saturatedsubcanonical neighborhood VG of F(i,/3) with respect to IJi^ and

a subcollection VG of cl/^ such that V&fr-GcLHJt and FGfW| = 0. To show

that Cl/*(F0)c/i(G), let xsXi-f^G). If xefi(V(i,p)), then some member U£cUa

contains f~＼x)＼while since ^L/gCI/^c^P,;, fi(U) is an open set of Xi. Consequ-

ently fi(U) is an open neighborhood of x not meeting /≫(VG). If xeXi―fi(V(i, ft)),

then fi(X―Cl G^) is an open set of Xj containing x but not meeting /i(Fo). Hence

Xi is regular at each point of Ai. To show that Xi is paracompact, let 0 be an

open covering of Xi. There exists for each aeAi, an open neighborhood D(i,a)

of a included in some member of 3) and also included in fi{G＼a).By the regularity

shown above, we can find for each aeAi, an open neighborhood Wit,a) of a such

that Cl W(i,(x)dD{i, a). Put T=Xt-[C＼ W(i, a):≪ Ai}* ; then T is an open set of

Xi because ＼flG＼a):aGAi} is discrete in Xi. Put F=Xi-[W(i,a):a Ai}*. Since

Mi is metrizabie, there is a locally finiteopen covering $)' of F which refines S)＼F.

Now {D(i,a): a£Ai}＼j(£)'＼T)is a locally finiteopen covering of Xi which refines

3). Thus Xi is paracompact. The perfect normality of Xi follows from the fact
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that Xi is normal and that Xt is the countable union of the closed sets Ai and

Xi ―{fi{Gjia):a£Ai)*,j$N, each of which is metrizable and hence perfectly normal.

This completes the proof of Assertion 3.10.

Let 1/c be the a-locallyfiniteopen covering of X defined by

cUc=McU {X-{CI Gl: asAi}* : j,ieN] U{G＼a:aeAt, t£N＼.

By Lemma 3.7 there exist a metric space Xc and a contraction fe from X onto

Xe such that for every C/ CL7C,fe(U) is an open set of Xc.

Now define a map f:X-+Xcx 0 A -X* by

/WK/cW, /≫(*),Mx), -)sXcx Ui% Xi

for each xeX. /is continuous because each factor is. / is one-to-one because fe

is. Further

Assertion 3.11. f:X-+XeXl＼i
iXi

is an into homeomorphism.

Proof. We have only to show that / is an open map to f(X). Let xeX and

U a neighborhood of x. By the definition of free L*-structures, we can find a

finitesubcollection{Fu ■■■,F/C}of £Fand subcanonical neighborhoods Uj of Fj with

respect to cUfp l^j^k, such that xqC＼j% FjCf^jL, UjdU. Let Fj=F(i(j),aU))£

£Ficy),where a(j) AiU) and iU)eN. By (ii)and Remark 2.7 (2), there exists for

each j=l, 2,･･･,&,a HJujuU)-saturated subcanonical neighborhood Gj of F(i(j),a{j))

in V(i(j),a(j))with respect to cU%u)*(ftsuch that GjC Uj. By (vii)fiuAGj) is an open

neighborhood of a(j) in Xia) for each j=l,2, ･■･,^.Further since fuj)fia)(.Gj)―Gj,

we have (n{/ic/>(Gy):l^i^^} xU{Xt: ieN-{i(l), ..･)i(^)}}xZc)n/(X)=/(n/=1 Gy).

Consequently /(fV^i Gy) is an open neighborhood of f{x) in f{X) included in f{U).

Thus / is an open map to f(X); this completes the proof.

Finally we show

Assertion 3.12. f(X) is a closed set of Xcx OA^-

Proof. Let y£(Xcx flAX;)― f(X). Let ye and yit ieiV, be respectively the

X-coordinate and the Xrcoordinate of y. Then one of the following two cases

occurs; either fcKvc)＼=f7Kyi) for some i with y^Xt-Ai, or /c'(^)£l-/,rl(^) for

some i with y&Ai. In the first case we can find, by (v), Hc and Hi of Me such

that fcKvJeHe, ft＼yi)sHi and HenHt=0. By the definition of cUc,fc(He) is an

open neighborhood of yc in Xc, and by the definition of £?*,fi(Hif](X―^f)) is an

open neighborhood of yf in Xt. Hence fc{Hc)xf%{HiC＼{X-%i))x {[{Xn＼nsN-{i}}
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is an open neighborhood of y not meeting f{X). In the second case, let fix(yi)~

Fii,p), Vl=peAi. If /e1(?/c)X-£Ff, take j so that /c-%c)eX-{Cl G{a: aeA}*. Then

/e(Z-{ClG{≪:a i4i}*)x/i(G{#)xn{-Xn:≪ iV, ≪^=i}is an open neighborhood of t/ not

meeting f(X). If fcKv*)eI＼i,r) ^ some 7- 4,-{#, then flG＼r)xfi{GU)x ＼＼{Xn:

neN, ni=i} is an open neighborhood of y not meeting /(X). Hence f(X) is a

closed set of XcxUi iXu which completes the proof of Assertion 3.12. We com-

plete the proof of Theorem 3.6.

Remark 3.13. (1) An analogous (but slightly modified) method allows us to

embed every free L-space as a closed set in the countable product of almost metric

spaces.

(2) It is to be noted that JCc,fe and Xc are only needed to strengthen an

embedding to a closed embedding; indeed the map W^fi/. X-^W^Xi is an

embedding map by itself.

(3) If dim X is not greater than n, then we can make dim Xi, ieN, and dimXc

not greater than n. This is possible by applying Pasynkov's factorization theorem

([18,Theorem 29]) to the maps <?>:X-£Ff-^M:, leiV, and fe:X-+Xe respectively.

Theorem 3.6 particularly says

Corollary 3.14. Every free L*-space is a free patched space.

This gives us fundamental theorems of dimension theory for free L*-spaces.

Corollary 3.15. Let X be a free L*-space. Then the following four state-

ments about X are equivalent.

(1) AimX^n.

(2) X is the image of a free L*-space Xo with dimXo^O by a closed map of

ord^n+1.

(3) X is the union of n+1 subsets Xi}l^i^n+1, with dim Xi^O.

(4) IndX<≫.

Proof. The equivalences of (1),(3) and (4) are direct consequences of Corol-

lary 3.14 and [15, Theorem 1.3]. The implication (2)-+(3) follows from Nagami

[10, Lemma 4]. The implication (l)―>(2)is essentiallyproved in [15,Theorem 1.3]:

To outline this, first note that the following analogue of [15, Proposition 2.9]is

valid by virtue of Theorem 3.6 and Proposition 2.10.

A space Y is a free L*-space if and only if it is the limit of an inverse

system {Yt, g%:ieN} such that Yi is a metric space, each Y* is a patched free

L*-space and each gt: Yi+1->Y% is an approximating contraction.
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Now the proof of (l)->(2)of Corollary 3.15is the same as the proof of (l)->

(2) of [15, Theorem 1.3] under the replacements of " free patched space" and

" patched space " by " free L*-space " and " patched free L*-space " respectively.

This completes the proof of Corollary 3.15.

Corollary 3.16. Let X be a free L*-space and Y a subset of X. Then there

exists a G3-set Z of X such that YcZ and dim Z= dim Y.

Proof. This is immediate from Corollary 3.14 and [15, Theorem 1.4].

Corollary 3.17. Every free L*-space is the perfect image of a free L*-space

of dim<0.

Proof. Let X be a free L*-space. By Theorem 3.6 X can be regarded as a

(closed) subset of the countable product of 2-patched spaces Xit ieN. By [15,

Proposition 2.5] there exists for each ieN, an approximating contraction ft from

Xi onto a metric space Zi. By a theorem of Morita [8], Zi is the image of a

metric space Yt with dim F^O by a perfect map gu Put Ti―{(y,x)s YiXXi:

Qi{y)=fi{x))cYiXXi, and let m Ti->YU Sim.Ti->Xi be the restrictions to Tt of the

projections. It follows from [15, Lemma 2.6] that r* is an approximating contrac-

tion, and hence dim 7^0 by [15, Proposition 2.4]. By Nagami [10, Lemma 3] we

have dim n A Ti^O. Siis a perfect map because gt is. Now define a perfect map

s:n<-i7*-*rii-i-Xi by s((fi))=(si(fO)for (A)e[lA^- Put r=s~1(X) and ^=s|T.

Clearly ^ is a perfect map and dim T^O. Since each Tt is a 2-patched space, T

is a free L*-space by Theorem 3.6. This completes the proof.

4. Examples and problems.

Example 4.1. There is a free L*-space which is not a free L-space

Let S be Heath's butterfly space ([4]);S is the subset of the Euclidean plane

of the form S|L)S2 where Si= {(x,0):x is irrational}and Sz= {(x,y): y>0 and both

of x and y are rationals}; the topology on S is given so that each point in S2 has

a usual neighborhood base in the Euclidean topology and so that each point (#, 0)

in Si has the neighborhood base of the form {Un(x):n£N} where Un{x)―{{x',y')

£S:y'<＼x―x'＼<ljn or (x',y')=(x,0)}. As was proved by Heath [4],S is then a

cosmic space (=a regular space with a countable net) but not a stratifiablespace.

Since every free L-space is stratifiable(cf.[11, Theorem 1.7] and [12, Theorem

3.4]),S"is not a free L-space. On the other hand since a cosmic space is para-

compact and perfectly normal and since {Si,S2} is a patch on S, we see that S is
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a 2-patched space and, therefore, a free L*-space by Proposition 3.2.

Further we obtain the following stronger example.

Example 4.2. There is a countable regular space X with a point p such that

X―＼b＼is metrizahle but X is not stratiliable:

Let S be Heath's space described above. Clearly St is a closed set of S. For

each neNput Kn={+mjn:m&N}c:R and let Jin be the collectionof all components

of R~Kn, where R is the real line indentified with the ;r-axis of the Euclidean

plane. Then J{n＼Siis a disjointopen covering of Su Let S)n be the upper semi-

continuous decomposition on S defined by ^)ra=(Jfn|Si)U{{s}:s£S2}. Let Tn be its

decomposition space and let tn: S-> Tn be the closed map naturally induced. Clearly

each Tn is an a.e. metrizable space consisting of countable points. Note that for

each point seS and each neighborhood U of s in S, there exist neN and an open

set V of Tn such that set^(V)czU. This implies that II*-i*≫:&- FU-i Tn is an

into homeomorphism. Recall that stratifiabilityis a countably productive and

hereditary property ([2, Theorems 2.3 and 2.4]). Since S is not stratifiable,rw is

not stratifiablefor some n (in fact for every n). Fix such n. Since every para-

compact locally stratifiablespace is stratifiable([2, Theorem 2.6]),we can find a

point peTn and a neighborhood W of ^ in TR such that W―{p) is metrizable but

Remark 4.3. In answer to a question raised by Borges [1], Heath presented

in [5] a countable regular space which is not stratifiable.His space is, however,

nowhere firstcountable and. therefore, not a.e. metrizable.

Example 4.4. There are two L*-spaces whose product is not an L*-space:

Let X―{p}＼jNci^N, where pG{3N― N and @N is the Stone-Cech compactifica-

tion of N. X is an a.e. metrizable space and, therefore, an L*-space. Note that

X is not firstcountable at p. Consider the product of X with the unit interval

[0,1]; the fact that the product is not an L*-space is essentially proved by Oku-

yama and Yasui [17, Theorem 3], but a proof is presented below for the reader's

convenience. To show that Xx[0,1] is not an L*-space, suppose the contrary.

Then there is a cr-locallyfiniteopen covering CU of (Xx[0,1]) ―{{p,0)} such that

every open neighborhood of (p, 0) is a subcanonical neighborhood with respect to

17. In particular every open neighborhood of (p, 0)includes a ^/-saturated neigh-

borhood of (p, 0). For each n£N let clJnbe the subcollection of HJ consisting of

all members of HJ which contain the point (p.lln). Note that Un is a countable
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collection for each n, and write cUn={Unj'- j^N). Now let G be an arbitrary-

neighborhood of p in X Take a SLJ-saturated neighborhood // of (p, 0) included

in Gx[0,1], and take neN so that {p,ljn)^H. Then for some jeN, {p,ljn)£Unjc:

H, which implies p£px(Un/)c:G where px' Xx [0,1]-*X is the projection. Thus

{px(UnJ):n,J N} is a countable neighborhood base of p, which is a contradiction.

Consequently Xx[0,1] is not an L*-space.

Example 4.5. There is a 2-patched space which is not an L*-space:

The product Xx[0,1] above is such an example.

Example 4.6. There is an L*-space which is not a patched space:

Lasnev [6] constructeda Lasnev space which is nowhere firstcountable. By

Lemma 3.1such a space is not a patched space. But by [11,Theorem 1.6]every

Lasnev space is an L-space and, therefore,an L*-space.

Example 4.7. There is a free L-space which is not an L*-space:

Let X be as in Example 4.4. Clearly X is (free) L-space, and hence Xx[0,1]

is a free L-space. But as proved there, Xx [0,1] is not an L*-space.

In view of the fact that an L-space is an Mi-space ([11,Theorem 1.7]),we

finallypresent the followingexample.

Example 4.8. There is an a. e. metrizahle {and hence L*-) Mi-space which is

not an L-space.

Let X be the unit interval [0,1]. The topology on X is given so that each

point in X― {0} has a usual open neighborhood base in the Euclidean topology and

so that the point 0 has an open neighborhood base Q of the form

{＼Jn°°=*:(Vn-llm(n),lln+llm(n))＼J{O}:n^m(n) N, ksN},

where (-,･) denotes the open interval, and m(n) is not fixed but varies freely on

the integers not smaller than n. The space X is then an a.e. metrizable space.

Further X is an Mi-space because Q is a closure-preserving open neighborhood

base of the point 0. To show that X is not an L-space, suppose the contrary and

let HJ be an open covering of X―{0} such that every open neighborhood of {0} is

a canonical neighborhood with respect to HJ. We can assume that HJ is countable

and locally finitein X― {0}. Write cU~{Un"-n£N}, where Un^Q for each neN.

For each neN, take a point xn in Un so that #,${!,1/2,1/3.･･･}. Put W=X― ＼xn:
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nzN}. Since {xn:n&N} is a closed set of X~{0} not meeting {1,1/2,1/3,･･･},W is

an open neighborhood of {0} and, therefore, a canonical neighborhood of {0} with

respect to C＼J■Since Unf](X― W)^0 for every nsN, we consequently have O^Q^7*.

This means that 0 is an isolated point of X, which is a contradiction. Thus X is

not an L-space.

Problem 4.9. Is every patched space a free L*-space ?

A positive answer to this problem gives a positive answer to the following

one.

Problem 4.10. Is every free patched space a free L*-space ?

We conclude this paper by giving a partial answer to Problem 4.9in the case

of /OsDaces.

Definition 4.11(van Douwen [19]). Let X be a space and Y a closed set of

X. Y is called Id-embedded in X if there is a function k: £T(Y)-+3(X) from the

topology of Y into the topology of X such that

(1) Yr＼k(V)=V for each Vg2;(Y), and

(2) k(V)nk(W)=0 whenever 7n W=0 and 7, W£%{Y).

A space X is called a K,-st>aceif every closed set of X is if,-embedded in X.

The following version of Definition 4.11 is suitable for our purpose.

Lemma 4.12. Let X be a space and Y a closed set of X. Y is Kx-emhedded

in X if and only if there is a function e:£T(Y)-+<I(X) such that

(3) Fn e(V) = V for each Ve 3"(Y),

(4) Fn Cl e{V) = Cl V for each Fe £T(Y), and

(5) e(V)ce(W) whenever VcW and V, We2:(Y).

Proof. Let k: £T(Y)->S(X) be a function satisfying (1) and (2). We can

assume that k(V)ck(W) whenever VaW and V,We3(Y). Then the function

e=k satisfies(3)―(5). Conversely if e: sr(Y)->3(X) satisfies(3)―(5), then put

k(V)=e(V)-Cle(Y-C＼ V) for each F £T(F). This completes the proof.

Note that hereditarily normal spaces are just those spaces X in which every

closed set Y admits a function e: 2*(Y)-~*$(X) satisfying (3) and (4).

Proposition 4.13. A patched Ki-space is a free L*-space.
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This proposition is obtained inductively by using the following result together

wifii T.pmmQ 3 1

Proposition 4.14. Let X be a paracompact perfectly normal space including a

closed set Y such that Y is a free L*-space and X― Y is metrizable. If Y is

K,-embedded in X. then X is a free L*-st)ace.

Proof. Let {SF,Wf'. Fz<3<}}be a free L*-structure on Y. We can assume

that for each Fg&^f is (/-discretein Y. Let e:£T(Y)~>SI(X) be a function

satisfying (3)―(5). For a moment fix Fe£F. We firstconstruct a cr-discretecol-

lection {r(U): U&IJf} of open sets of X satisfying the following conditions.

(6) Yr＼r(U)=U for each UsHJf,

(7) Clr(C/)nClr(F)=0 whenever C1 J7nCl F=0 and U, V£cUf,

(8) r(U)cze(U) for each £/cUf, and

(9) {r(f7):U£CIJF}is locally finitein X-Y.

To do this,write Vf ―VJ^HJf^ where each HJfa is discretein X. By collection-

wise normality we can find for each i, a discrete collection{g{U): UgHJf^} of

open sets of X such that Uag(U) for each UgIJfj. For each z^2 and UeHJF.i,

put /<£/)=X-{Cl((/(F)rMF)): Fe＼J&<*/*■./,Cl FnCl C7=0}*. It follows from (4)

that h(U) is an open set of X including Cl U. Take an open set s(U) of X such

that ClUas(U)c:Cls(U)czh(U). Write F=P＼i-i ^ by open sets Yi such that

Cl Fj+1cFi for every ?. Now define

r(U) = g(U)ne(U) if C/ ^^.i, and

r(U) = g(U)ne(U)ns(U)n Fi if C/ec-l/i?,iand £^2.

Then {r(i7):t/eV,,} satisfies(6)―(9).

Now let S be a ^-discrete base of X― Y. We can assume S is (/-discretem

X. Define a ^-discrete open covering <D{F) of X―F by

£)(F)=MEO: tfe<LMU≪S.

Assertion. If V is a subcanonical neighboorhood of F in Y with respect to

HJf, then V＼J{X~Y) is a subcanonical neighborhood of F in X with respect to

<n(F).

Proof. By the definitionof subcanonical neighborhoods, there are a sequence

{Vi'.isN} of HJf-saturated neighborhoods of F and a sequence {IJi'-izN} of sub-

collectionsof HJf such that

(10) Fi+,c Y-HJf c Via V for every ieN.
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Then we have

(11) FnClMtf): £/eW=0 for each ieN.

Indeed by (8) and (5)

{r(U): UeVi}*c:{e{U): Ue<Ui}*ce(Vt),

but by (4) and (10)

Pf＼Ci e(qjf)= Fn (YTl Cl e(Vf))

= FC＼CicUt

= F<+,nCi<uf=0,

which yields(11).

Put q7i={t/e£UF:Z7c F*}; then clearlyq;i+1cq;t. Note that for each i,

(12) Cl{r(U):Ue<Vt}*nCl{r(U): Uecvi+2}*=Q.

In factsince Cl'U? nClq7*+2=0, it followsfrom (7) and (9) that

(C＼{r(U):U£W*nCl{r(U): Uecvuz}*)r＼(X-Y)=&,

while by (4),(5),(8) and (10)

(Yr＼C＼{tiU):UeVi}*)n(YnC＼{r(U):Uecvt+z}*)

c( Yf]Cl e(1Jf))n (7n Cl e(cv%2))

=ci<ufncicv*+2

c(F-V<+1)n(F-<Uf+1)=0,

which yields(12). It followsfrom (11)and (12) that for each i,

(13) Cl{r(U):C/6£l7<}*n(FUClMC7):C/eci;<+2}*)=0.

Put Oi=X By (13) we can take disjointopen setsPi and O3 of X such that

C＼{r{U):U^Vi}*c.Pi and

FuCl{f(t/):t/eq73}*c03.

It follows from (13) that

((X-O9)uC＼{r(U):UecUs}*)r＼(F＼jC[{r(U):Uecv!i}*)=Q.

Next take disjointopen setsPs and O5 of X such that

(X-0s)uQ{r(£/):[/6T73}*cP3 and

F{jC＼{r(U):U CV5}*c.Os.

Repeating thisprocess we obtain two sequences {P^-i'.ieN} and {O2i-i:ieN} of

open sets of X such thatfor each i,
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(14) (X-O2i^)UCl{r(U): ^Ui-iPcA*.,,

(15) FuCl{K^):C/eq;2i_1}*cO2i_, and

(16) P2i-tr＼O2t+1=Q.

Now define for each i,

Dzi-t= {r(U): £/<%_,}*u(O2i_,-Y)＼JF and

2)*i-i= {r(U): UeVa-i) U {Se6": Sc^.,1.

From (6),(10),(12),(14),(15) and (16) It follows that for each i,

(17) Dzt-i is a iZ)(F)-saturatedneighborhood of F,

(18) Wit-i is a subcollection of g)(F), and

(19) AinCl-^^cA^cFU^-F).

This implies that FU (A"― Y) is a subcanonical neighborhood of F with respect to

4XF). This comnletes the nroof of Assertion.

We return to the proof of Proposition 4.14. Define <D(Y)=S and, as con-

structed in Proposition 3.2,let {£,{£D(E):Ee£}} be a pair of a-discrete collection

6 of closed sets of X and countable open covers <D(E), EeG, of X―E such that

for any point x in X―Y and any member S of S with x S, there exists a mem-

ber E of G such that xsEcS and S is a subcanonical neighborhood of E with

respect to W(E).

Now define

jc=&u{Y}＼je,

and consider the pair {JC,{W(K): ifej{"}}. To show that the pair is a free L*-

structure of X let xeX and let W be an open neighborhood of x. Since the case

when xeX― Y is trivial,assume xsY. Then there exist a finitesubcollection

{Fu--',Fk} of £Fand subcanonical neighborhoods £7*of Fi in F with respect to

HJfp l^i^k, such that .x-efV^ Ficzf＼'L1Uid Wn Y. It follows from Assertion that

Ui U (X― F) is a subcanonical neighborhood of F in X with respect to <D(Fi). By

the definitionof subcanonical neighborhoods, we can find subcanonical neighborhoods

Wi of Fi, l^i^k, with respect to 3)(Fi) such that Wi<zUi＼J{X-Y). Put G=X-

(Pwfc=iW"i―WO- Then G is an open neighborhood of Fand, therefore,a subcanonical

neighborhood of F with respect to 2){Y)―S- Now we have

areFntn&FOcGnCrV-i P7t)cPT,

which implies that {JC,{<D(K): KeJC}} is a free L*-structure on X This completes

the proof of Proposition 4.14 and, therefore, of Proposition 4.13.
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